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Abstract— In this paper we discuss the integration of active
and passive approaches to robotic safety in an overall scheme
for real-time manipulator control. The active control approach
is based on the use of a supervisory visual system, which detects
the presence and position of humans in the vicinity of the
robot arm, and generates motion references. The passive control
approach uses variable joint impedance which combines with
velocity control to guarantee safety in worst-case conditions, i.e.
unforeseen impacts. The implementation of these techniques
in a 3-dof, variable impedance arm is described, and the
effectiveness of their functional integration is demonstrated
through experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Work-space sharing between human operators and robotic
manipulators is often necessary during the calibration or
repairing processes of industrial manipulators, and is the
usual working mode for service robots. As a consequence,
the real time control of robots to guarantee safe physical
coexistence of human operators and robotic manipulators has
become a very active research field in recent years (c.f. [4]).

To guarantee safety of humans, and avoid damage to
robots, unexpected collisions should be avoided whenever
possible. However, since avoiding all chances of a collision
is hardly possible, and very costly in terms of performance,
all measures should also be taken so that only acceptable
damage can result from impacts. For different applications,
the best trade-off should be studied between a certain degree
of tolerable risk of impact, and the minimization of ensuing
danger.

Current practice in industrial robotics is to use proximity
sensors (e.g. laser beams) to detect the presence of an
operator in a vicinity of the robot, and to stop the task
execution (ISO 10218 [1]). Considerable work has been
devoted by the robotics community to overcome this quite
conservative approach, and to allow degrees of coexistence
and interaction between humans and robots. To do so, active
collision avoidance policies have been advocated, which are
based on i) real-time detection and localization of humans
in the robot workspace, and ii) reactive planning algorithms
to avoid collision.

Detection and localization has been addressed by em-
ploying different sensing techniques. For instance, the work
in [7], [8] uses capacitance proximity sensors to identify
presence of obstacles and avoid impacts with the whole
arm. More recently, advances in artificial vision have enabled
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effective and economic real-time obstacle detection. In this
line, Ebert et al. [9] proposed an emergency-stop approach
based on an ad-hoc developed vision chip; Kuhn et al. ([10])
used multiple cameras to detect obstacles in the workspace;
Iossifidis [12] use a stereo camera system able to detect and
avoid obstacles on white tables.

Many reactive planning methods are based on the idea of
repulsive potential fields originated in [13]. In these methods,
repulsive forces are generated in the robot operational space.
Erdmann [14] introduced the idea of using repulsive forces
in configuration-space (C-Space), generated in the vicinity
of C-space obstacles (C-Obstacle). Rimon, in his Ph.D the-
sis [15] proposed a method to obtain directly the torque for
obstacle avoidance in a single step adopting the gradient ofa
navigation function. Unfortunately, most obstacle avoidance
methods are often unable to accommodate for time varying
environments, because of the relatively high computational
requirements.

Fig. 1. Unipi SofArm: manipulator used to perform the experimental
results.

The literature on passive safety is also rather extensive.
The straightforward approach to obtain a safe robot consists
in designing lightweight arm structures and controlling them
to move slowly enough. However, these requirements often
conflict with requirements on accuracy and promptness of
response. Several researchers have proposed to use robots
with variable compliance at their joints, so as to adapt to
different tasks and deliver performance while guaranteeing
safety. Previous work in our own group [2] has championed
the design of variable stiffness actuators, and has shown
that optimal performance under safety constraints can be
translated in a control paradigm described as “stiff and
slow, fast and soft”. In [6], a computationally efficient,
suboptimal approximation to the optimal solution of the “safe
brachistochrone” problem underpinning this paradigm was



proposed, which can be expressed by the formula

f(σ, v) = Kσ, (1)

whereσ is the joint stiffness,v is the joint velocity, andKσ

is a constant depending on the link and rotor inertias, the arm
configuration and parameters, and expressing the acceptable
level of injury risk.

The aim of this work is to implement a control method
able to integrate active and passive control policies to im-
prove safety for robots that must coexist with humans. The
idea is to combine active methods for human detection and
localization, with the possibility of setting different levels
of passive safety, so as to make the robot aware of the
situation and maximize the overall performance by actively
adapting to it. The paper is organized as follows: in sectionII
we describe a computationally efficient method to construct
the C-Obstacle in real time from depth map information.
Section III we illustrate how repulsive forces are generated
on the basis of theC-Obstacle corresponding to deetected
human presence in the workspace. Section IV introduces the
integration of information on human presence and localiza-
tion, with the control of variable stiffness actuators in the
robot arm. Finally, section and section reports simulationand
experimental results obtained by implementing the proposed
methods.

II. C-Obstacle MAPPING

In this section the method adopted to detect the collision
configurations of the manipulator is presented. Traditional
collision detector works in a three dimensional Euclidean
space using a 3D model for manipulator and obstacles. The
3D geometrical techniques adopted to detect the collision
configurations require high computational capabilities. To be
able to work in real time usually rather rough approximations
have to be imposed on the 3D shapes (cf. e.g. [16]).

Our approach consider the camera Image Plane (IP) to
detect the obstacles. The novel of this approach is to reduce
the collision detection to a comparison between matrix
elements.

A. Obstacle and Manipulator Depth Map

Consider the projection on the Image Plane (IP) of manip-
ulator and detected obstacles. To detect a collision configura-
tion q̂ a necessary condition ([11]) is to have an intersection
of the two projections. A more restrictive condition can be
obtained considering the depth maps of the current obstacles
and manipulator configuration as shown in Fig. 2.

A Depth Map is a 2.5 coordinate system(x, y, d) where
the coordinatex, y identify a pixel on the image plane,
and the valued is the positive depth of the object on the
projection ray of the pixelx, y. Using stereo vision methods
or special depth sensors such as PMD cameras (PMD[vision]
Camera), 2D scan lasers (e.g. SICK Laser Rangefinder with
laser pant/tilt unit) or integrated stereo vision systems (Videre
design STOC, TXYZ DeepSea, . . . ) the object depth map
(Odm) can be obtained in real time.

Fig. 2. By projecting the manipulator points in theIP the collision is
evaluated comparing the obstacle and the manipulator depth maps.

The points of the manipulator in its own reference frame
can be easily computed by using direct kinematics. To trans-
form these coordinates on the camera frame, the extrinsic
camera parameters can be used. On the camera frame, thez-
coordinate of a point represents its depth. Using the intrinsic
camera parameters the points can be projected in theIP
obtaining the manipulator depth map (Mdm(q)). For this
purpose a manipulator model is used, which can be obtained
by using 3D CAD programs or by approximations combining
elementary shapes such as cylinders and spheres. This does
not affect the system performance, because theMdm data
set can be computed off-line whenever the relative position
between manipulator and camera is fixed during the task.

It should be noticed that any other depth map on a different
plane with respect to theIP will not consider all the grey
points as a part of the obstacle.

An elementary cells representation of theC-Space is
obtained considering a discrete set for the configuration of
the manipulator. A cell is included in theC-Obstacle if the
correspondent configuration verify the condition 2.

A manipulator configurationq is on theC-Obstacle if there
exists a pixel(x, y) in the IP that satisfies the relation

Mdm(x, y) ≥ Odm(x, y) − ǫ , (2)

whereǫ is a safety-margin parameter.
An estimation of the minimum distance between obstacles

and the manipulator is

min
(x,y)∈IP

Odm(x, y) − Mdm(q)(x, y) .

On Fig. 3 an example ofC-Obstacle is presented. As shown
in [10], [3], the minimum distance can be used to tune
the robot behaviour by limiting the maximum velcoity or
reducing the acceptable injury riskKs in (1). This measures
have also the effect of increasing the human feeling of safety.

III. A CTIVE COMPLIANCE: REPULSIVEC-FORCE

To avoid collision against obstacles we adopt a so calledC-
Force method. The idea is to add to torques generates by the
free motion controller (about which we make no particular
assumption here), a torque related toC-Space distances.

Let us consider theC-Obstacle as composed by elementary
cells, because of the discretization done on the joint posi-
tions. Each elementary cell produces a force with module
related to the distance between the actual configurationq



Fig. 3. DetectedC-Obstacle: each C-Obstacle cell correspond to a
manipulator configuration which a collision with the obstacle occurs.FR

represent theC-Force obtained in this example if the actual configuration
is q.

and direction given by the straight line joining the cell and
q. To reduce the computational requirements the repulsive
force can be computed only forC-Obstacle cells near toq
because of the contribution produced by far cells is negligible
(Fig. 3). This allows to rely only on local information, thus
reducing the sensing and computational capabilities needed.

The repulsive force can be expressed as

FRS(q) = KS

NC
∑

i=1

1

d(Ci,q)
~Ui = KS

N
∑

j=1

FRSj
~qj ,

where NC is the number of the considered cells,d() a
function of the distance,~Ui = q−Ci

‖q−Ci‖
the direction between

the i-th cell and the current configuration,KS a proportional
factor, andN the dimension of theC-Space. Because of
the definition of C-Space the j-th component of theC-
Force represents the force/torque to be applied on thej-
th joint to perform the collision avoidance maneuver. The
torque applied to the controlled joint (τ ) can be expressed
as

τ = τC + FRS(q) ,

where τC is the torque generated by the free motion con-
troller.

A. Obstacle Movements

To extend theC-Force approach to moving obstacles, a
measure of the obstacle velocity must be provided to the sys-
tem. Each object can be mapped into theC-Space with one
or moreclusters, composed by neighbor cells, whose center
of gravity (COG) can be computed. A moving barycenter
can be detected also for non moving objects because of
noise on sensing devices. It is reasonable to assume that in
this case the COG of the agglomerates is subjected to small
movements only (Fig. 4-A).

A real obstacle motion will change at least one between
size, shape and location of theC-Obstacle, consequently
varying the position of the COG (Fig. 4-B).

The measured velocity for the COG of thei-th cluster can
be defined as

Vi =
∆Bi

∆t
,

Fig. 4. COG variation: theC-Obstacle computation of a static object is
subject to noise, then the COG is quasi-static (A). If the obstacle is moving
the COG position change (B).

where∆Bi (Fig. 4-B) is the variation of the COG position
for the i-th cluster, and∆t is the time between two different
measures.

The unit vector fromq to the actual COG positionBi

(Fig. 5) is

~Ii =
q − Bi

‖q − Bi‖
,

The component ofVi who act onq is the projection ofVi

Fig. 5. RepulsiveC-Force composition considering the variation of the
C-Obstacle COG position.

on the line betweenq andBi, its module can be expressed
as

|Vi| cos θi =
〈

Vi, ~Ii

〉

. (3)

whereθi is the angle formed byVi and Ii on the common
plane, andIi is the direction. The repulsive forceFR to
implement the collision avoidance maneuver is

FR(q) = FRS(q) + K

Ncl
∑

i=1

|Vi| cos θi
~Ii ,

whereNcl is the number of the considered clusters.

B. Manipulator Movements

To improve safety of theC-Force approach also informa-
tion aboutq̇ = ∆q

∆t
can be used.

The relative velocities between manipulator and obstacles
can be approximate with the relative velocities betweenq

and theC-Obstacle clusters as

|VRELi
| =

∣

∣

∣

∆Bi

∆t

∣

∣

∣
cos θi −

∣

∣

∣

∆q

∆t

∣

∣

∣
cos ϕi , (4)



Fig. 6. RepulsiveC-Force composition considering the manipulator
movements.

whereϕi is the angle betweeṅq and~Ii on the common plane
(Fig. 6). Under these assumptions the totalC-Force is

FR(q) = FRS(q) + K

Ncl
∑

i=1

|VRELi
|~Ii

It should be noticed that the COG evaluation process
should be not feasible runtime in a real-time application.
To simplify the overall system only movements of cells of
the C-Obstacle near to the actual manipulator configuration
can be considered.

C. Evasive Maneuver without COG Computation

In the previous section the repulsive force was considered
as composed by module|VRELi

|, and direction~Ii. If instead
of the COG we consider the neighboring cells of the actual
configurationq we can assume as direction the unit vector
~V = 1

NC

∑NC

i=1
~Ui, and as relative velocity the variation of

the mean distance

∆dM

∆t
=

N
∑

j=1

dM,j(t) − dM,j(t + ∆t)

∆t
q̃j .

wheredM,j(t) is the mean distance betweenq and theC-
Obstacle cells on the j-th component of theC-Space.

Under these assumptions theC-Force can be expressed as

FR(q) = FRS(q) + K
〈∆dMi

∆t
, ~V

〉

~V ,

We call this methodMD C-Force (Mean Distance C-Force).
An alternative approach is to consider the repulsive force

due to the distance between the current configuration and
the C-Obstacle (FRS(q, t)) and its time derivative, yelding
asC-Force

FR(q, t) = FRS(q, t) + K
FRS(q, t) − FRS(q, t − ∆t)

∆t
.

We will refer to this method asPD C-Force (Proportional
Derivative C-Force).

ThePD C-Force method relays on the derivation of a value
dependent to the inverse of a distance producing a control
characterized by an high-bandwidth. Instead, theMD C-
Force relying on the variation of a mean distance causes
a smoother control.

It should be noticed that our method does not guarantee
to perform the optimal trajectory, in the sense of minimum
time or distance, or to have a single stability configuration;

however it ensures the respect of a safety distance to the
obstacle (human operator) even if the obstacle is moving.

IV. PASSIVE COMPLIANCE - VARIABLE STIFFNESS

TRANSMISSION (VST) ACTUATORS

To ensure safety against undetected or fast moving ob-
stacles, passive techniques such as shown in [5] can be
combined with any of the previous methods.

The manipulator employed in our experiment is the UNIPI
SoftArm, a 3DOF manipulator actuated by McKibben mus-
cles on agonistic-antagonistic configuration. As demonstrated
in [2] the stiffness can be controlled changing the total
pressurePt common to the antagonistic muscles. The joint
stiffness could be limited in order to improve safety, but this
will cause a limit on the maximum torque, and consequently
a bound on performance. As exposed in [6] an optimal
tradeoff between safety and performance could be obtained
solving theSafe Brachistochrone, whose solution represents
the minimum time needed for the manipulator to reach the
final position under safety constraints.

For the sake of simplicity, instead of solving the optimum
control problem (equation 1), a suboptimal solution can be
considered. Adopting the linear approximationf(σ, v) = σv

the stiffness reference for thej-th joint can be obtained by
evaluating

σj ∝ Ptj
= K1

1

q̇j

,

whereK1 is a scale factor anḋqj is the angular velocity of
the j-th joint. This method allows low impact forces but, the
q̇j tends to zero during an impact or in clamped condition
and this could increase the injuries on the human operator.

An alternative approach is to control the joint stiffness
proportionally to an estimation of the risk of collision, in
order to decrease the stiffness only when necessary. The risk
of collision depends on manipulator/obstacles distances and
relative velocities, then an estimate of the risk of collision is
already given by the repulsiveC-Force value.

The C-Force VST (CF-VST) of the j-th joint is obtained
as

Ptj
= K2

1

FRj
(q)

,

whereFRj
is the repulsiveC-Force applied to thej-th joint.

An appropriate control of the joint stiffness could reduce
injuries, hence the choice of the VST control is extremely
important. As shown in the experimental results the best
tradeoff between safety and performance is obtained using
the CF-VST control because it works with the maximum
performance if no objects are detected, and have low impact
and clamping forces. The reliability of the vision system
represents the core of the system. Indeed safety is not guaran-
teed if theC-Obstacle is not correctly evaluated. Combining
the V-VST and theCF-VST, a degree of redundancy can
be obtained. An approach to combine the twoVST control
methods is to adopt a time varying approximation of the
optimal solution (equation 1) assumingKσ = K1−γFRj

(q).



Under these assumptions we obtain

Ptj
=

(

K1 − γFRj
(q)

) 1

q̇j

,

where γ is a parameter related on vision subsystem reli-
ability. This solution follows the human approach to avoid
obstacles when the visual feedback is not guaranteed. Indeed,
if visual is limited, humans use low stiffness perceiving a
collision risk, and usually they adopt low stiffness while
moving at high velocities.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach the
obstacle avoidance algorithms are tested in a simulated
environment. A point to point task in a two dimensionalC-
Space is simulated until the target configuration is reached
or a collision occurs. TheC-Obstacle is simulated with
a static or moving ellipse; the simulator considers that
the obstacle avoidance algorithm knows the real position
of the C-Obstacle only every ∆t seconds. Whenever the
position of theC-Obstacle is updated it is represented dashed.
Start and target configuration, manipulator mobility, andC-
Obstacle features are completely user-customized.

With these simulated 2D representation ofC-Space envi-
ronment the results obtained with a static and movingC-
Obstacle are shown.

1) Static Obstacle Avoidance: Fig. 7 shows the configura-
tions trajectory (solid line) performed adopting the repulsive
C-Force method with a staticC-Obstacle. The repulsive force
doesn’t acting when theC-Obstacle is far from the actual
configuration (start configuration to A), a safe distance is
insured when theC-Obstacle is near (A to B), then the target
is reached with a straight trajectory (B to target).

Fig. 7. Static obstacle avoidance simulation: the static obstacle is
represented by an ellipse, the configurations trajectory (solid line) is all
in the C-Free then the obstacle is avoided. The repulsiveC-Force doesn’t
acting when theC-Obstacle is far (Start to A). when the obstacle is near
a safety distance is maintained (A to B), then the target is reached with a
straight trajectory (B to target).

Using the other presentedC-Force method the same tra-
jectory of Fig. 7 is obtained.

2) Moving Object Avoidance: In the simulation displayed
in Fig.8 a movingC-Obstacle is considered. It should be
noticed that the static repulsiveC-Force method (solid line)
collide with theC-Obstacle because of theC-Obstacle is too
fast; TheC-Obstacle can be avoided if its velocity is less

than a threshold that depends on the∆t value. TheMD C-
Force (dot-dashed line) and thePD C-Force (dashed line)
avoid the obstacle with an evasive maneuver.

Fig. 8. Simulation with a movingC-Obstacle. Using only theFRS(q) a
collision occur (solid). BothMDC-Force (dashed) andPDC-Force (dotted)
avoids the obstacle. ThePDC-Force method requiring a short time to
reaching the target because of is characterized by a high bandwidth, instead
MDC-Force is characterized by a more fluid trajectory.

Using the PD C-Force method the target is reached in
shorter time than other method, due to its high bandwidth.
The trajectory of thePD C-Force method is composed by fast
changes of direction, that the human operator could feel this
unsafe. The trajectory of theMD C-Force method is more
fluid, such that the operator perceive an higher safety level.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The presented methods are tested in real environment
using theUNIPI Soft-Arm manipulator (Fig.1). In the first
part the proposedVST methods are tested evaluating the
impact forces to verify the results of section IV. In this
case the obstacle avoidance module is not executed. In the
second tests set a virtual obstacle is simulated, to verify the
effectiveness of the obstacle avoidance module, while in the
final part a real object in the task space is considered. An
Arimoto controller is employed in all these tests to generate
the nominal torques used in free motion.

A. Variable Stiffness Tests

The VST methods introduced in section IV are tested
considering at first a free collision movement, and then
crashes with a fixed obstacle equipped by a force sensor.
The contact forces during the impact and after collisions are
evaluated to compare the differentVST methods. The free
collision task for differentVST methods are shown in Fig. 9.
Performance can be evaluated comparing the step response
characteristic.

In Fig. 10 are shown the results of collisions with a
clamped force sensor.

In table I are shown the numeric results thus obtained. The
method performance are evaluated considering the overshoot
and the mean configuration error compared to the reference.
The safety is characterized by the peak force at the impact



Fig. 9. Free collision tasks with differentVST methods. The performance
differences are clear considering the overshot the delay and the setting time.
Quantitative values are shown in Table I.

Fig. 10. Clamped collisions for differentVST methods. Quantitative values
are shown in Table I.

and the impulse computed as

Impulse3 sec=

∫ t∗+3 sec

t∗
F (t)dt

whereF (t) is the contact force andt∗ is the impact time.
The impulse value consider the clamping forces that is
an estimate of the human injury when is clamped by the
robot. The differentVST methods in Table I are: MAX with

TABLE I

VST TEST RESULTS

MAX MIN V-VST CF-VSTa CF-VSTb

Overshot% 1.48 19.17 7.47 1.48 1.48
Mean error (rad) 0.11 0.19 0.11 0.11 0.11
Peak force (N) 175.67 124.08 143.17 146.95 104.92

Impulse3 sec (Ns) 20.54 12.19 20.78 10.61 0.99

constant stiffness at100%; MIN with constant stiffness at
68%; V-VST and CF-VSTa with a variable stiffness between
100% and 68%, and CF-VSTb with a variable stiffness
between100% and 30%. If the stiffness is below68% the
arm workspace decreases, for this reason is used only with
the CF-VST because of if an obstacle is detected safety is
privileged with respect to performance.

B. Simulated C-Space

In this tests set theC-Obstacle is simulated with various
positions, dimensions and shapes. Fig. 11 shows a simulated
C-Obstacle and the configurations trajectory obtained. It
should be noted that the configurations trajectory are on
the C-Free (the subset of theC-Space where no collision

occur), and the obstacle is avoided. The repulsive force act
on the manipulator even if the straight line between actual
configuration and the target is included in theC-Free.

In all the tests the obstacle is avoided but two kind of
undesired stability condition has been detected. The first
happen when the repulsive force is equal to the force
given by the free motion controller, while the second when
the repulsive force impose to the manipulator to move to
the workspace boundary. This happens when the desired
trajectory is external to the manipulator workspace. In both
these conditions the manipulator holds its position.

Fig. 11. Test result on a 3DC-Space with a simulatedC-Obstacle, the
manipulator trajectory (solid) is all in theC-Free then the obstacle is avoided.
From the start configuration to the first target can be noted the non optimality
of the repulsiveC-Force method. A representation of repulsiveC-Forces is
displayed dashed.

C. Tests With Real Obstacles

In the second test set the obstacles (parts of a human
body) are detected by using the Vision Subsystem and the
C-Obstacle representation is computed using the collision
configurations detector. A specific task is requested to the
manipulator, and a human enters in the task space during the
task execution. If the human obstacle is quasi-static its safety
is guaranteed and the desired task is completed. A collision
could occur if the human velocity is greater than a threshold
related to the depth sensor bandwidth and characteristics.In
Fig. 12 is displayed a test where the obstacle is a human
hand.

VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper a novel approach based on active and passive
techniques to ensure human-robot coexistence is illustrated.
The approach relies only on depth map information and
Variable Stiffness, and is able to avoid moving obstacles
guaranteeing safety even if the depth sensor fails.

This approach can be improved by using multiple depth
sensors in order to integrate multiple obstacle depth maps
that will reduce the grey areas: This is an important issue
for the quality of the obstacle approximation. Future work
will concern the detection of human, by employing a model
of the human body.



Fig. 12. Test result with real obstacle, the image is obtainedsuperimposing
some captured frames. The manipulator is commanded with a point topoint
task. Using the proposed method the target configuration is reached avoiding
the operator hand.
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